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Abstract. This paper continues a line of work that studies individual
preference upgrades in order to model situations akin to a process of
public deliberation in collective decision making. It proposes a general
upgrade policy, presenting its semantic definition and a corresponding
modality for describing its effects as well as a complete axiom system.

1 Introduction

Deliberation and aggregation are essential and complementary components of
any democratic decision making process. While the well-studied process of aggre-
gation focuses on accumulating individual preferences without discussing their
origin [1], deliberation can be seen as a conversation through which individuals
justify their preferences, a process that might lead to changes in their opinions as
they are influenced by one another. Even if deliberation does not lead to unanim-
ity, the discussion can lead to some ‘preference uniformity’ (see how deliberation
can help in bypassing social choice theory’s impossibility results in [2]), which
might facilitate their eventual aggregation. In addition, the combination of both
processes provides a more realistic model for decision making scenarios.

In [3], the authors presented a framework where agents have both preferences
over a set of objects and reliability over the agents themselves. The main focus
was to study how the public announcement of the individual preferences af-
fects the preferences themselves. The paper proposed several preference upgrade
policies based on the agents’ reliability orderings, and then introduced a gen-
eral lexicographic upgrade operation subsuming all of them. Decision procedures
were provided to decide whether, under such upgrade policies, the iterative and
public announcement of individual preferences can eventually lead to preference
unanimity/stability.

But not every ‘reasonable’ policy for upgrading individual preferences falls
under the scope of the general lexicographic upgrade (see page 4 for a discussion)
- this paper presents a more general upgrade policy, viz. the general layered
upgrade. As we see in the example discussed later (cf. Example 1), the general
definition provided in this paper captures intuitive upgrades which could not
be formalised by policies discussed in [3]. Moreover, this short and technical
note constitutes a necessary step towards formalizing reasonable deliberation
processes which would facilitate their combination with aggregation processes in
decision making. We leave this combination/reconciliation part for future work.



2 Recalling the framework

This section briefly recalls (and, in some cases, extends) the definitions of the
PR framework; further details can be found in [3]. Throughout this paper, let
Ag be a finite non-empty set of agents, with |Ag | = n.

Definition 1 (PR Frame). A preference and reliability (PR) frame F is a tuple
〈W, {≤i,4i}i∈Ag〉 where (i) W is a finite non-empty set of worlds, (ii) ≤i ⊆
(W × W ) is a total preorder (a total, reflexive and transitive relation), agent
i’s preference relation over worlds in W (u ≤i v is read as “world v is at least
as preferable as world u for agent i”); (iii) 4i ⊆ (Ag × Ag) is a total order
(a total, reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric relation), agent i’s reliability
relation over agents in Ag (j 4i j

′ is read as “agent j′ is at least as reliable as
agent j for agent i”).

The motivations for the restrictions on the preference and the reliability
relations are discussed in [3]. For now, here are further useful definitions.

Definition 2. Let F = 〈W, {≤i,4i}i∈Ag〉 be a frame.

– mr(i) = j (j is agent i’s most reliable agent) iffdef j
′ 4i j for every j′ ∈ Ag;

– Max≤i
(U), the set containing agent i’s most preferred worlds among those

in U ⊆W , is formally defined as {v ∈ U | u ≤i v for every u ∈ U}.

2.1 A formal language

Throughout this paper, let At be a countable set of atomic propositions.

Definition 3 (Language). Formulas ϕ,ψ and relational expressions π, σ of
the language LPR are given by

ϕ,ψ ::= > | p | j vi j
′ | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ψ | 〈π〉ϕ

π, σ ::= 1 | ≤i | ≥i | ?(ϕ,ψ) | −π | π ∪ σ | π ∩ σ

with p ∈ At and i, j, j′ ∈ Ag. Standard abbreviations as the converse operator
−1 over relational expressions3 will facilitate the writing of formulas.4

The set of formulas of LPR contains atomic propositions (p) and formulas
describing the agents’ reliability relations (j vi j

′), and it is closed under nega-
tion (¬), disjunction (∨) and modal operators of the form 〈π〉 with π a relational
expression. The set of relational expressions contains the constant 1 (the global
relation), the preference relations (≤i), their respective converse (≥i; [4,5]) and
an additional construction of the form ?(ϕ,ψ) with ϕ and ψ formulas of the
language, and it is closed under Boolean operations over relations (the so called
boolean modal logic; [6]).

The following two definitions establish what a model is and how formulas of
LPR are interpreted over such structures.

3 Such operator is given by 1−1 := 1, (≤i)
−1 := ≥i, (≥i)

−1 := ≤i, (?(ϕ,ψ))−1 :=
?(ψ,ϕ), (−π)−1 := −(π−1), (π ∪ σ)−1 := π−1 ∪ σ−1 and (π ∩ σ)−1 := π−1 ∩ σ−1.

4 Additionally, 〈<i〉ϕ := 〈≤i ∩−≥i〉ϕ and 〈>i〉ϕ := 〈−≤i ∩≥i〉ϕ.



Definition 4 (PR model). A PR model M is a tuple 〈F, V 〉 where F is a PR
frame and V : At → ℘(W ) is a valuation function.

Definition 5 (Semantic interpretation). Let M = 〈W, {≤i,4i}i∈Ag , V 〉 be
a PR model. The function J·KM from formulas in LPR to subsets of W and the

function p
x·qy

M
from relational expressions in LPR to binary relations over W are

defined simultaneously in the following way.

J>KM := W JpKM := V (p) Jj vi j
′KM :=

W if j 4i j
′

∅ otherwise

J¬ϕKM := W \ JϕKM Jϕ ∨ ψKM := JϕKM ∪ JψKM

J〈π〉ϕKM := {w ∈W | there is u ∈ JϕKM with (w, u) ∈ p
xπ

q
y
M}

and

p
x1q

y
M

:= W ×W p
x−πq

y
M

:= (W ×W ) \ p
xπ

q
y
M

p
x≤i

q
y
M

:= ≤i
p
xπ ∪ σq

y
M

:= p
xπ

q
y
M ∪ p

xσ
q
y
M

p
x≥i

q
y
M

:= {(v, u) ∈ (W ×W ) | u ≤i v} p
xπ ∩ σq

y
M

:= p
xπ

q
y
M ∩ p

xσ
q
y
M

p
x?(ϕ,ψ)qy

M
:= JϕKM × JψKM

Note, in particular, how p
x?(ϕ,ψ)qy

M
is the set of those pairs (u, v) ∈ (W ×W )

such that u satisfies ϕ and v satisfies ψ.5 A formula ϕ is true at world w ∈ W
in model M when w ∈ JϕKM . A formula is valid when it is true at every world
of every model, as usual.

The operator ?(ϕ,ψ), useful for providing the axiom system for the general
upgrade operation to be introduced in Subsection 3.1, is the only construction in
LPR that does not appear in [3]. Thus, an axiom system characterising formulas
in LPR valid on PR models is given by the axioms and rules in Table 1 of [3]
plus the formula 〈?(ψ1, ψ2)〉ϕ ↔ (ψ1 ∧ 〈1〉(ψ2 ∧ ϕ)), which characterises the
extra operator.

3 Individual preference upgrades

Intuitively, a public announcement of the agents’ individual preferences might
induce an agent i to adjust her own preferences according to what has been
announced and the reliability ordering she assigns to the set of agents.6 For
example, an agent might adopt the preferences of the agent on whom she relies
the most, or might use such preference for ‘breaking ties’ among her equally-
preferred zones.

In [3] the authors introduced the general lexicographic upgrade operation,
which creates a preference ordering following a priority list of orderings.

5 The relation p
x?(ϕ,ψ)qy

M
is a natural generalisation of the relation p

x?ϕ
q
y
M

:= {(u, u) ∈
(W ×W ) | u ∈ JϕKM} for the traditional PDL test operation ?ϕ [7].

6 Note that this work does not focus on the formal representation of such announce-
ment, but rather on the formal representation of its effects.



Definition 6 (General lexicographic upgrade). A lexicographic list R over
W is a finite non-empty list whose elements are indexes of preference orderings
over W , with |R| the list’s length and R[k] its kth element (1 ≤ k ≤ |R|).
Intuitively, R is a priority list of preference orderings, with ≤R[1] having the
highest priority. Given R, the preference ordering ≤R ⊆ (W ×W ) is defined as

u ≤R v iffdef

(
u ≤R[ |R| ] v ∧

|R|−1∧
k=1

u 'R[k] v
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

∨
|R|−1∨
k=1

(
u <R[k] v ∧

k−1∧
l=1

u 'R[l] v
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2

Thus, u ≤R v holds if this agrees with the least prioritised ordering (≤R[|R|])
and for the rest of them u and v are equally preferred (part 1), or if there is an
ordering ≤R[k] with a strict preference for v over u and all orderings with higher
priority see u and v as equally preferred (part 2).

This operation allows an agent i to upgrade her preferences by taking ≤′i :=
≤R, with R a lexicographic list containing the ordered indexes of the agents
whose preferences will be used. It subsumes not only the natural instance in
which R is given directly by the agent’s reliability ordering, but also other pos-
sibilities as, e.g., one in which the agent adopts ‘as is’ the preferences of the
agent on whom she relies the most. A sound and complete axiom system for a
modality representing the operation can be found in [3].

Even though the general lexicographic upgrade covers many natural up-
grades, there are also ‘reasonable’ policies that fall outside its scope. Sometimes
we are not interested in considering the complete order among the choices of the
most reliable agent, but only her most preferred choices. For example, consider
a girl planning to take a boy out for a movie of his choice, and let wi denote the
world where ‘movie i is the most preferred’ (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Rather than consid-
ering the complete preference ordering it makes more sense to consider the most
preferred movies of the boy and among that what she would like to watch most
as well. In any case they can take note of their choices among all the options,
as they may not know which movie ticket they would get. We will get back to
this example in a moment. For the following definition, recall that Max≤i

(W )
denotes agent i’s most preferred worlds among those in W .

Definition 7 (Conservative upgrade). Agent j put her most reliable agent’s
most preferred worlds above the rest, using her old ordering to break ties in both
zones.7 More precisely, with U := Max≤mr(j)

(W ),

u ≤′j v iffdef ({u, v} ∩ U = {u, v} ∧ u ≤j v) ∨ ({u, v} ∩ U = {v}) ∨
({u, v} ∩ U = ∅ ∧ u ≤j v)

The conservative upgrade is not an instance of the general lexicographic up-
grade, as there are cases in which the output of the former cannot be reproduced
by any instance of the latter.

7 This upgrade is called lexicographic in [8] and [9].



Example 1. Suppose agent a is agent b’s most reliable agent and their individual
preferences are as below (reflexive and transitive arrows omitted).

a: w2 w1

w3

w4

b: w3 w4 w1 w2

A conservative upgrade on b’s preferences will create two zones, the upper
one with a’s most preferred worlds (w3 and w4), and the lower one with the
remaining worlds (w1 and w2). Within each zone, b’s old preferences will apply,
thus producing w3 <

′
b w4 and w1 <

′
b w2. The final result is then

b: w1 w2 w3 w4

Observe how no lexicographic list can produce this outcome. First, no singleton
list does the job, as ≤′b is different from both ≤a and ≤b. The list 〈〈a ; b〉〉 (with
the leftmost ordering having the highest priority) also fails, as it would give
≤a the highest priority, thus producing an ordering with w2 strictly below w1,
different from what ≤′b states. Finally, 〈〈b ; a〉〉 fails too, as it will give priority to
≤b, thus putting w4 strictly below w1, again different from what ≤′b establishes.

Now agents a and b can be considered as the boy and girl respectively in the
earlier example, with their preference orders about movies given as above. After
a conservative preference upgrade, the first choice movie for the girl is movie 4.

3.1 The general layered upgrade

The conservative upgrade does not create a preference ordering following a pri-
ority list of orderings. Instead, it puts a set of elements of the domain at the
topmost layer of the ordering (in Definition 7, the set Max≤mr(j)

(W )), then using
a ‘default’ ordering (in Definition 7, ≤j) to sort both this layer and those worlds
that do not appear in it. This observation leads to the following definition.

Definition 8 (General layered upgrade). A layered list S over W is a finite
(possibly empty) list of pairwise disjoint subsets of W together with a default
preference ordering over W . The list’s length is denoted by |S|, its kth element
is denoted by S[k] (with 1 ≤ k ≤ |S|), and ≤Sdef is its default preference ordering.
Intuitively, S defines layers of elements of W in the new preference ordering
≤S , with S[1] the set of worlds that will be in the topmost layer and ≤Sdef the
preference ordering that will be applied to each individual set and to those worlds

not in
⋃|S|

k=1 S[k]. Formally, given S, the ordering ≤S ⊆ (W ×W ) is defined as

u ≤S v iffdef

(
u ≤Sdef v ∧

(
{u, v} ∩

|S|⋃
k=1

S[k] = ∅ ∨
|S|∨
k=1

{u, v} ⊆ S[k]
))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

∨
|S|∨
k=1

(
v ∈ S[k] ∧ u /∈

k⋃
l=1

S[l]
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2



Thus, u ≤S v holds if this agrees with the default ordering ≤Sdef and either neither
u nor v are in any of the specified sets in S or else both are in the same set (part
1), or if there is a set S[k] in which v appears and u appears neither in the same
set (a case already covered in part 1) nor in one with higher priority (part 2).

Here are two useful observations. First, if |S| = 0, then while both the whole
part 2 and the right-hand side of the rightmost disjunct in part 1 collapse to ⊥,
the left-hand side of the rightmost disjunct in part 1 collapses to >. Thus,

u ≤S v iff u ≤Sdef v

On the other hand, if S’s sets form a partition of W (i.e., the sets are not only

mutually exclusive but also collectively exhaustive), then
⋃|S|

k=1 S[k] = W so the
left-hand side of the rightmost disjunct in part 1 collapses to ⊥. Then,

u ≤S v iff
(
u ≤Sdef v ∧

|S|∨
k=1

{u, v} ⊆ S[k]
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

∨
|S|∨
k=1

(
v ∈ S[k] ∧ u /∈

k⋃
l=1

S[l]
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2

In fact, since ≤Sdef is used to break ties not only within each S[k] but also among
those worlds not appearing in any such set, the provided definition of a layered
list actually just ‘abbreviates’ (but still it is equivalent to) a list that requires a
full partition of W by not writing explicitly the set with the least priority.

Third, a layered list S has a semantic nature, as it is given in terms of subsets
of the domain and binary relations over it. Of course, when it is intended to be
applied to a given model, it can also be defined syntactically.

Definition 9. A layered list S is defined syntactically within LPR whenever each
S[k] is given as a formula χk in LPR and its default ordering ≤Sdef is given as
a relational expression πSdef in LPR. In such cases, Definition 8 is adjusted by

writing JχkKM instead of S[k] and p
xπ
S
def

q
y
M

instead of ≤Sdef , for M the model in
which such layered list is applied. In such cases, ≤S will be written as ≤S(M).

The next proposition makes possible the definition that follows it.

Proposition 1. Let S be a layered list over W . If ≤Sdef is reflexive (transitive,
total, respectively), then so is ≤S . For syntactically defined layered lists S, if
p
xπ
S
def

q
y
M

is reflexive (transitive, total, respectively), then so is ≤S(M).

Definition 10. Let M = 〈W, {≤i,4i}i∈Ag , V 〉 be a PR model.

– Let S be a layered list whose default ordering is reflexive, transitive and
total;8 let j ∈ Ag be an agent. The PR model gyj

S(M) = 〈W, {≤′i,4i}i∈Ag , V 〉
is such that, for every agent i ∈ Ag, ≤′i := ≤S(M) if i = j, and ≤′i := ≤i

otherwise.
– Let S be a list of |Ag | layered lists whose default ordering are reflexive,

transitive and total, with Si its ith element.9 The PR model gyS(M) =
〈W, {≤′i,4i}i∈Ag , V 〉 is such that, for every agent i ∈ Ag, ≤′i := ≤Si(M)

8 If S is defined syntactically, then p
xπ
S
def

q
y
M

should be reflexive, transitive and total.
9 If Si is defined syntactically, then p

xπ
Si
def

q
y
M

should be reflexive, transitive and total.



On the generality of the general layered upgrade When layered lists are
defined semantically, the general layered upgrade can build any conceivable total,
reflexive and transitive preference ordering by simply using a layered list that
spells out explicitly the desired output, using then the full Cartesian product as
the default ordering.

When layered lists are restricted to syntactically definable ones, the power of
the layered upgrade depends on the expressivity of the used language. Neverthe-
less, LPR is expressive enough to define layered lists that replicate the behaviour
of not only the general lexicographic (Definition 6) but also the conservative
upgrade (Definition 7). This shows how the general layered upgrade is indeed a
generalisation of the general lexicographic upgrade.

Proposition 2. The general lexicographic upgrade is an instance of the general
layered upgrade with S defined syntactically within LPR.

Proof (Sketch). Let M = 〈W, {≤i,4i}i∈Ag , V 〉 be a PR model. Take any lexico-
graphic list R, and let L1, . . . , Lm be the layers it generates (with L1 being the
topmost) when applied over M . If the relational expression 1 is used for defining
the default ordering, then in order to prove the proposition it is enough to provide
m formulas χk such that Lk = JχkKM . In order to do this, first observe how, if
U = JχU KM , then Max≤i

(U) = JχU ∧ [<i]¬χU KM . Now, note how

L1 = Max≤R[|R|]

(
Max≤R[|R|−1]

(
· · ·Max≤R[1]

(W ) · · ·
))

This and the previous observation suggest the following recursive definition:

µ1(τ) := τ ∧ [<R[1]]¬τ
µ2(τ) := µ1(τ) ∧ [<R[2]]¬µ1(τ)

...

µ|R|(τ) := µ|R|−1(τ) ∧ [<|R|]¬µ|R|−1(τ)

in which τ is a parameter. Then, given W = J>KM , it is not hard to see that

χ1 := µ|R|(>) is such that L1 = Jχ1KM

But then, since

L2 = Max≤R[|R|]

(
Max≤R[|R|−1]

(
· · ·Max≤R[1]

(W \ L1) · · ·
))

it follows that

χ2 := µ|R|(> ∧ ¬χ1) is such that L2 = Jχ2KM

This process can be repeated. In its mth iteration, by observing

Lm = Max≤R[|R|]

(
Max≤R[|R|−1]

(
· · ·Max≤R[1]

(W \
⋃m−1

k=1 Lk) · · ·
))

it follows that

χm := µ|R|(> ∧
∧m−1

k=1 ¬χk) is such that Lm = JχmKM



The process stops here, as W = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lm, and thus further iterations will
produce formulas χ such that JχKM = ∅.

Proposition 3. The conservative upgrade is an instance of the general layered
upgrade with S defined syntactically within LPR.

Proof (Sketch). It is enough to provide the explicit definition of a syntactically
defined layered list that does the job. Take any PR model M with domain W and
observe how J

∧
i′∈Ag(i′ vj i)KM = W iff i = mr(j). Then,

χ :=
∧

i′∈Ag(i′ vj i)→ [<i]⊥ implies Max≤mr(j)
(W ) = JχKM

Thus, a ‘singleton list’ with χ as its unique set and ≤j as its default relational
expression induces the ordering generated by the conservative upgrade.

A more illuminating way to prove how the general layered upgrade indeed
extends the general lexicographic one is by noticing that, while the general lex-
icographic upgrade cannot revert strict preferences when these are unanimous,
the general layered can. More precisely, on the one hand,

Proposition 4. For every PR model, if all agents put a given world strictly
above another, then so does the ordering ≤R induced by any lexicographic R.

Nevertheless, on the other hand,

Fact 1. There are PR models in which all agents agree in the relative strict
order between two worlds, and yet a general layered upgrade can reverse it.

Proof. Take a frame with a single agent having a strict preference of w1 over w2.
This order is switched by using a general layered upgrade with a singleton list
given by [>]⊥ and with 1 being the relational expression for its default ordering.

The generality offered by the general layered upgrade might be welcomed
from some perspectives, but it might not be completely desirable from others.
For example, when the layered list is given syntactically by LPR, it allows the
definition of ‘unreasonable’ preference upgrade policies. As an illustration, a
singleton layered list for agent j with its set defined by [>mr(j)]⊥ (with mr(j)
characterised as in the proof of Proposition 3) will move to the top of j’s ordering
those worlds that are, for her most reliable agent, the least preferred ones.

From this perspective, the general lexicographic upgrade has some advantages
over the layered one: not only combines the current orderings in a ‘natural’ way,
but also has some pleasant properties, as it respects unanimity not only over
strict preferences, as shown before, but also over equal-preferability.

Proposition 5. For every PR model, if all agents agree in that two worlds are
equally preferred, then so does the ordering ≤R induced by any lexicographic R.

A more detailed study of the expressivity of the general layered upgrade when
the used list is syntactically defined within LPR is left for future work.



Some observations and a comparison In the literature one can find several
operations describing changes in orderings among objects. In particular, there are
several dynamic epistemic logic [10,11] proposals for orderings interpreted not
only as preferences (so the operations represent preference change: e.g., [12,13]),
but also as plausibility (so the operations are understood as forms of belief
revision: e.g., [8,9,14,15]). It is worthwhile to discuss, albeit briefly, some key
characteristics of the general layered upgrade and how it relates to existing
frameworks.

A straightforward observation is that the general layered upgrade (GLay)
only affects the ordering, keeping the domain intact (thus differing from, e.g.,
[14,15]). More interesting is the fact that, although it generalises the general
lexicographic upgrade (GLex ) of [3], GLay still has a lexicographic spirit: the
sets in S actually define an ordering, and thus ≤S is the result of a lexicographic
upgrade with the order generated by the sets having the highest priority, and
the default ordering being used only to ‘break ties’.

A closer comparison between GLay and the plausibility action models (PAM )
of [15] is also useful. They share the same spirit, as a PAM is a relational
structure in which each ordered ‘world’ is associated to a formula, thus defining
in this way an ordering among sets of worlds, just as the sets of a layered list
in GLay. Moreover, a PAM acts over a plausibility model following the ‘action
priority’ rule: the ordering in the resulting model is a combination of the one in
initial model with that of the PAM in which the latter has the priority, exactly
as GLay does when it prioritises the sets over the default ordering. In fact, the
crucial difference between these frameworks might be simply the expressivity of
the language used for both the initial ordering and the default one. With respect
to the initial ordering, the language used in the PAM framework is equivalent
to the fragment of LPR in which the relational expressions are only ≤i and
∼i := ≤i ∪ ≥i; maybe more important, with respect to the default ordering, by
construction PAM uses only the agent’s preference relation, but GLay allows a
full relational expression. Whether this difference in expressivity allows GLay to
create orderings that cannot be defined by using PAM remains to be studied.

Note that the layers of a ‘layered list’ can be interpreted as levels of beliefs in
such plausibility models, and also in the KD45-O models of [16]. The basic differ-
ence here is the additional ‘default ordering’ which makes sense while describing
preferences as it can be thought of as some preference ordering exogenously
instilled in agents, which comes to the fore when absolutely necessary.

The formal language

Definition 11. The language LPR
{gy} extends LPR with a modality 〈gyi

S〉 for ev-
ery agent i ∈ Ag and every layered list S whose default ordering is reflexive,
transitive and total. Given a PR model M , define

J〈gyi
S〉ϕKM := JϕKgy

i
S(M)

with gyi
S(M) as in Definition 10. Note how, by defining [gyi

S ]ϕ := ¬〈gyi
S〉¬ϕ,

then J[gyi
S ]ϕKM := JϕKgy

i
S(M) so 〈gyi

S〉ϕ↔ [gyi
S ]ϕ is valid.



The modality 〈gyi
S〉 allows to describe the effects of upgrading agent i’s

preferences via the general layered upgrade with S, keeping the preferences of
the remaining agents as before. This definition can be extended to simultaneous
upgrades by asking for a list S of layered lists and using a modality 〈gyS〉 whose
semantic interpretation uses the operation gyS(·) of Definition 10.

For an axiom system, this paper provides valid formulas and validity-pre-
serving rules indicating how to rewrite a formula using 〈gyi

S〉 as a provably
equivalent one in LPR. Then, while soundness follows from the validity and
validity preserving properties of the rewriting tools, completeness follows from
the completeness of the basic ‘static’ system (end of Subsection 2.1).10

Besides indicating how to translate atomic propositions, reliability formulas
and their Boolean combinations, the rewriting formulas should indicate how to
translate formulas involving modal operators of the form 〈π〉, where π can be
any relational expression. Hence, given any relational expression in the model
gyi
S(M), a ‘matching’ relational expression in the original model M should be

provided. The layered relational transformer defined below, similar in spirit to
the program transformers of [18] for providing rewriting axioms for regular PDL-
expressions [7] (in their case, after the action-model updates of [19]), will capture
this. However, in order to express within LPR the effect of a general layered
upgrade, the used layered list S must be syntactically defined in LPR: indeed, if
either some S[k] or else the default ordering ≤Sdef is not LPR-definable, then the
language cannot tell whether a world is in S[k] or whether a pair satisfies ≤Sdef ,
and thus it cannot describe the upgrade’s effects.

Definition 12 (Layered relational transformer). Let M be a PR model
with domain W ; let i be an agent. Let S be a syntactically defined layered list
over W for which each set S[k] is characterised by a formula χS[k] in LPR (i.e.,

S[k] = JχS[k]KM ) and whose default ordering ≤Sdef is characterised by a relational

expression πSdef in LPR (i.e., ≤Sdef = p
xπ
S
def

q
y
M

). Define NS as the formula satisfied

by those worlds that do not appear in a set in S, and Nk
S as the formula satisfied

by those worlds that do not appear in the sets S[1], . . . ,S[k] for some index k:11

NS := ¬
∨|S|

k=1 χS[k] Nk
S := ¬

∨k
l=1 χS[l]

A layered relational transformer Ty i
S is a function from relational expressions

to relational expressions defined in the following way.

Ty i
S(≤i) :=

πSdef ∩ (?(NS ,NS)∪
|S|⋃
k=1

?(χS[k], χS[k])
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

∪
|S|⋃
k=1

?
(

Nk
S , χS[k]

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

2

Ty i
S(≥i) :=

(πSdef)
−1 ∩

(
?(NS ,NS)∪

|S|⋃
k=1

?(χS[k], χS[k])
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

∪
|S|⋃
k=1

?
(
χS[k],N

k
S
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2

10 See Chapter 7 of [10] (cf. [17]) for an extensive explanation of this technique.
11 The case with |S| = 0 can be understood as a case in which each S[k] is the empty

set, and thus χS[k] = ⊥. In such case, NS becomes the always true >.



` 〈gyi
S〉> ` 〈gyi

S〉(ϕ ∨ ψ) ↔
(
〈gyi
S〉ϕ ∨ 〈gyi

S〉ψ
)

` 〈gyi
S〉p ↔ p ` 〈gyi

S〉(ϕ→ ψ) ↔
(
〈gyi
S〉ϕ→ 〈gyi

S〉ψ
)

` 〈gyi
S〉j′ vj j

′′ ↔ j′ vj j
′′ ` 〈gyi

S〉〈π〉ϕ ↔ 〈Ty i
S(π)〉〈gyi

S〉ϕ

` 〈gyi
S〉¬ϕ ↔ ¬〈gyi

S〉ϕ From ` ϕ infer ` [gyi
S ]ϕ

Table 1. Axioms for LPR
{gy} w.r.t. PR models.

Ty i
S(1) := 1 Ty i

S(−π) := −Ty i
S(π)

Ty i
S(≤j) := ≤j for i 6= j Ty i

S(π ∪ σ) := Tyi
S(π)∪ Ty i

S(σ)

Ty i
S(≥j) := ≥j for i 6= j Ty i

S(π ∩ σ) := Tyi
S(π)∩ Ty i

S(σ)

Ty i
S(?(ψ1, ψ2)) := ?

(
〈gyi
S〉ψ1, 〈gyi

S〉ψ2

)
Intuitively, a layered relational transformer Ty i

S takes a relational expression
representing a relation in the model gyi

S(M) and returns a matching relational
expression representing a relation in the original model M . The cases for the
basic relational expressions, ≤i and ≥i, are the important ones. The first uses
Definition 8 to establish that ≤i in gyi

S(M) corresponds to ≤S(M) in M ; the
second uses the same definition to indicate that ≥i in gyi

S(M) is the converse
of ≤S(M) in M . The remaining cases take care of the constant 1, the basic
relational expressions for agents other than i and of the relational test as well
as the complement, union and intersection of relations. With Ty i

S defined, it is
possible now to provide the promised axiom system.

Theorem 2. The axioms and rules on Table 1 together with those of the ba-
sic ‘static’ system (end of Subsection 2.1) provide a sound and complete axiom
system (with i any agent) for LPR

{gy} with respect to PR models.

Proof (Sketch). The rule and the axioms for atomic propositions, reliability,
negation and disjunction are standard for an operation without precondition that
does not affect atomic propositions (and, in this case, neither reliability). The
axiom for relational expressions, the key one, makes crucial use of the layered
relational transformer, stating that there is a ϕ-world π-reachable from the eval-
uation point at gyi

S(M) if and only if there is a 〈gyi
S〉ϕ-world Ty i

S(π)-reachable
from the evaluation point at M . As an example, if π is ≤i, then the axiom is

〈gyi
S〉〈≤i〉ϕ↔ 〈

(
πSdef ∩

(
?(NS ,NS)∪

|S|⋃
k=1

?(χS[k], χS[k])
))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

∪
|S|⋃
k=1

?
(

Nk
S , χS[k]

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

2

〉〈gyi
S〉ϕ

whose right-hand side, by using the axioms for ∪ and ? together with some
commutation and distribution, is equivalent to



〈πSdef ∩ ?(NS ,NS)〉〈gyi
S〉ϕ ∨

|S|∨
k=1

〈πSdef ∩ ?(χS[k], χS[k])〉〈gyi
S〉ϕ︸ ︷︷ ︸

1

∨
|S|∨
k=1

(
Nk
S ∧〈1〉(χS[k] ∧ 〈gyi

S〉ϕ)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2

Thus, the axiom states that after a general layered upgrade for i with S there will
be a ≤i-reachable ϕ-world, 〈gyi

S〉〈≤i〉ϕ, if and only if before the operation the
current world is not in S and can ≤Sdef-reach a world not in S that will satisfy
ϕ after the operation (first disjunct on part 112), or else the current world is in
some S[k] and can ≤Sdef-reach a world also in S[k] that will satisfy ϕ after the
operation (second disjunct on part 1), or else there is a k such that the current
world is not in the sets S[1], . . . ,S[k] and there is a world in S[k] that will satisfy
ϕ after the operation (part 2). This is simply the unfolding of the definition of ≤S
(Definition 8), and it emphasises the role played by the formulas characterising
each χS[k] and the relational expression characterising ≤Sdef .

Observe how the simultaneous upgrade modality 〈gyS〉, briefly sketched be-
low Definition 11, is also axiomatised by the presented system as long as the
relational transformer is changed by making the cases for each agent i relative
to i’s layered list Si (thus removing the cases “for agents different from i”).

Going back to the example discussed in Section 3, let pi denote the fact that
‘movie i is most preferred’. Consider the PR model M as given in Example 1,
where agent a can be the most reliable agent for himself, and V (pi) = {wi} for
each i. Then one can easily show that WM = J〈≤b〉p2 ∧ 〈gyb

S〉〈≤b〉p4KM .

4 Conclusions and Further Work

The paper has introduced a general preference upgrade operation subsuming sev-
eral reasonable upgrade policies, providing also a modality to describe its effects
as well as its complete axiomatisation. As the motivation for this work comes
from the modelling of the process of deliberation, the next step in this research
project is the characterisation not only of those situations in which the repeti-
tive application of (instances of) the defined operation leads to agents having the
same preferences (preference unanimity), but also of those situations in which
further applications of the operation do not make any difference (preference sta-
bility). Also interesting is an in-depth exploration of the power of such operation
as well as an extensive and formal comparison with related frameworks. Finally,
it would be meaningful to get a formal framework for decision making processes
that combine the methods of deliberation and aggregation.

12 Recall that ?(ϕ,ψ) describes the relation JϕKM ×JψKM . Hence, ≤∩?(ψ,ψ) describes

the restriction of p
x≤q

y
M

to the set of worlds satisfying ψ.
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